Weather—and thrive in—any storm

See how Accenture can help you predict and preserve supply chain financials to help navigate through upheaval.

**Predict financials**
Map digital capabilities to physical assets, producing more accurate inputs in real-time, so you can confidently ensure stability in times of change.

**Control your landscape**
Monitor cash flows across your value chain and access macro views of cross-border finances with micro views of individual plants—all while predicting future cash-flow.

**Recalibrate for opportunity**
Plan with artificial intelligence to decrease risk, examine impact, and compare scenarios, to empower your understanding of financial states and reduce surprises.

**Making sustainability profitable**
Find opportunities to embed sustainability across the value chain to unlock new efficiencies and growth with the right insights, from circularity metrics to raw materials traceability.

Explore our showcase and discover how we can supply change—together.
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